
Renaissance Polyphony Course 

 
Course Program 

Course overview 

Theoretical and practical study of Renaissance music using only and exclusively hand written or 
historical printed sources. 

Historically informed musical execution with the instruments used by the musici prattici nel XVI 
secolo, quali Solmisation, Whole Mensural Notation, Plain Chant, Modality, Proportions.  

Optional text books (for support or profound knowledge) 

Teoria e Pratica della Musica Italiana del Rinascimento, Vania dal Maso 

Chanter sur le Livre, manuel pratique d’improvisation polyphonique à la Renaissance, Barnabé Janin 

Course Material 

Notes provided by the teacher 

•Historic musical treatise (pdf) 

•Exercises (pdf)



Organized for: 

Musicians (expecially singers) who wish to improve their knowledge of Renaissance music. 

Student of the Early Music department.

Subject Explanation/Definition Possible difficulties

Solmisation Reading musical pitch with exacordial 
system, whose invention is attributed to 
Guido Aretino. Study of the mutations 
between Exachords Naturale Duro and 
Molle and the practical use which can 
profit from them.

Starting to learn mutation’s 
points in all the three types of 
exachordies by stopping reading 
with absolute pitch.

Whole Mensural Notation Study of the Notation system in use from 
the XV century with particular attention 
to ligatures, those figures made up of 
several figures, and the Perfections, the 
reading in perfect mensures

Reading with no written barlines.

Proportions Studies of the five proportions types 
with the application in repertory. In 
particular analysis of sesquialtera 
maggiore and minore, and emiolia 
maggiore and minore.

Possible confusion between 
Sesquialtera and Emiolia Major 
and Minor.

Toni Salmodici and Modalità Analysis of Divine Office's recitals 
tones, from which Plain Chant's tones 
derive. Modality study comparison of 
the tones and modes as proposed by 
Adriano Banchieri in his Cartella 
Musicale (1614)

Understanding the spieces of 
Diapente, Diatessaron and 
Diapason. Confusing one tone 
with another.

Contrappunto alla Cartella 
Written Counterpoint

Counterpoint exercises using historic 
treatises, in particular the Angelo 
Berardi’s Miscellanea Musicale (1689)

Being capable of vocally 
imagining what is written on the 
Banchieri’s Cartella

Cantare a Libro 
Improvised Counterpoint

Improvisation of canons alla memte with 
use of mnemonic intervalles techniques, 
such as Gymels, Faux-bourdon, ect…

Ability to imagine and hear 
counterpoint.


